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Abstract 

Anthropogenic climate change is a phenomenon of the Earth system, altering the planet‟s 

familiar (to humans and our societies) climatic stability. This transdisciplinary study adopts a 

complex adaptive systems approach to conceptualise the Earth system, the global economy, and 

the insurance system as three interrelated social-ecological systems (comprising human-social and 

ecological elements) to: (i) explore the threat anthropogenic climate change presents to the 

insurance system; (ii) explore the potential for the insurance system to play a constructive role in 

effective and just climate change mitigation; and (iii) reflect on the application of theory in this 

thesis to contribute to ongoing theoretical development of complex adaptive systems approaches.  

This thesis finds strong and ecologically effective mitigation is the only viable basis for the 

insurance system to manage its medium- and long-term climate risk. This result extends an earlier 

political economy analysis of commercial insurers that explained the currently limited insurance 

system responses to anthropogenic climate change, but provided little guidance to the ecological 

implications of such responses.  

Building on this, the thesis proposes reflexive mitigation as an alternative insurance system 

approach to mitigating anthropogenic climate change. This approach recognises that the Earth 

system, the global economy, the insurance system and the relationships between them are all 

evolving, and that: (a) atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations consistent with Earth system 

stability will vary over time; and (b) understanding of system elements and interactions is 

necessarily incomplete. The thesis also proposes an insurance basis for carbon pricing as a 

theoretically viable role for the insurance system consistent with the reflexive mitigation concept.  

Finally, the thesis reflects on the application of the complex adaptive systems approach to social-

ecological systems and proposes a new conceptual framework linking resilience (as applied to 

social-ecological systems) and hegemony (as used in neo-Gramscian international political 

economy approaches to global environmental governance) to provide better understanding of the 

role of politics in social-ecological systems. This approach reveals anthropogenic climate change 

as a globally coherent environmental injustice, originating in hegemonic dominance of the global 

economy by actors with interests aligned with economic dependency on fossil fuel use. The new 

framework suggests possibilities for establishing alternative and sustainable hegemony in social-

ecological systems in crisis by highlighting feedbacks between politics and Earth system stability. 
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Preface 

[O]nce you have glimpsed the world as it might be, as it ought to be, as it‟s going to be… it 

is impossible to live compliant and complacent anymore in the world as it is. 

Since undergraduate days I have worked as an activist on human rights, social and environmental 

justice issues. Mostly this has been in relation to international finance and development 

institutions: the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and bilateral export credit agencies. 

In the course of that work I became aware of the facilitative power of finance generally, and 

insurance in particular. Insurance makes so many things possible, including seemingly mundane 

things, such as driving a car knowing that any financial losses resulting from an accident will be 

manageable. However, „mundane‟ doesn‟t mean unimportant. Applied comprehensively, 

insurance can have important civilizing effects: the sense of protection or security that comes 

with the „safety net‟ of universal health care or social security is an example. 

Insurance can be problematic too, including in the way it is used to facilitate destructive activities. 

Examples from my work on international finance issues include multi-million dollar large-scale 

infrastructure developments in low income countries. Proposed hydropower dams in Laos, gold 

mines in Papua New Guinea and pulp mills in Indonesia are all examples of such projects that I 

have campaigned against. As well as being extremely risky financially, developments such as these 

are usually highly destructive socially, ecologically and economically. Insurance can breathe life 

into infrastructure investments that would otherwise be wholly unviable because of the financial 

risks they entail to the project proponents. Yet in the process of overcoming some financial risks, 

insurance enables the creation of other risks: social, environmental and economic risks.  

There are parallels between the role of insurance in the creation of directly attributable project-

specific risks associated with individual developments on the one hand, and more diffuse, 

dispersed, global-scale risks associated with anthropogenic climate change on the other. 

Anthropogenic climate change is by definition of our own making, and an accelerating 

catastrophe that will continue to impact humans and our societies. Unmitigated, anthropogenic 

climate change promises impacts that will be felt comprehensively, if unevenly, across all 

populations. The system that provides insurance, along with the rest of human activities, is 

vulnerable.  

                                                 

 Victoria Safford. (2004). The small work in the great work. In Paul Rogat Loeb (Ed.) The Impossible Will Take A 
Little While.  Basic Books, New York.  pp.183-190.  
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A privilege of being engaged in campaigning for social change is the daily exposure to cutting 

edge thinking about relationships between environments and peoples, and important ideals such 

as justice and sustainability. However, that privilege comes with a less welcome twin: the 

frustrating lack of opportunity to engage with such thinking beyond the strategic needs of 

specific campaigns and movements.  

I began this PhD seeking a space in which to explore more deeply the relationship between 

insurance and anthropogenic climate change. In the past three and half years this research project 

has abundantly provided that opportunity. Over the same relatively short period, societal calls for 

action on anthropogenic climate change have multiplied and intensified. Even so, at the same 

time, not only have global greenhouse gas emissions continued to increase, so too have rates of 

emissions. Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are accumulating, and so too are 

climate risks. Clearly we‟re in trouble.  

In Hope In The Dark, Rebecca Solnit* cautions against use of the word „save‟ in framing campaign 

goals, as in „save the whales‟. Solnit argues that things are never saved: either they are lost, or they 

remain to be defended. Thinking this way, planet Earth as a viable habitat for humans is not for 

the saving. Either it is lost to us, or it remains to be defended. Similarly, important ideals such as 

justice and sustainability are either lost to us, or they remain to be defended. This phrasing neatly 

sums up one paradox of campaigning on social justice, environmental justice and human rights. 

Even as we achieve victories (and when we do we must be sure to celebrate!), the things we value, 

the things we hold dear, require continual defence. By the same token, even as we suffer setbacks, 

when we lose things we treasure – for example by crossing climate thresholds – there is still 

reason to keep on defending all that remains, all that we still have.  

I like Solnit‟s book very much. It‟s about hope – and it‟s full of hope. This thesis is altogether a 

different beast: it‟s about the relationship between insurance and anthropogenic climate change! 

Even so, my wish is that readers of these pages will also find some hope within.  

Lastly, a note about form. In writing this thesis (by publication), I have noted there are 

substantial commonalities between the PhD presented in this manner and the traditional PhD 

manuscript. Both comprise introductory sections introducing the research project and outlining 

the research design and methodology. Both have bodies comprising discrete chapters, a 

discussion and a conclusion. This thesis document includes some chapters presented in the form 

of papers. Unavoidably there is some overlap across these papers: unavoidable because, whilst 

the research was conducted to contribute towards individual chapters for this PhD, the papers 

                                                 

* Rebecca Solnit. (2004). Hope In The Dark: Untold Histories, Wild Possibilities. New York, Nation Books. 
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were written with the additional intention that each may stand-alone, publishable as journal 

articles and a book chapter.  

Stand-alone papers included as chapters are presented in the form in which they were published, 

or submitted for publication. References for each paper are therefore presented as part of each 

paper. References for parts of the thesis not created in paper format (i.e. predominantly the 

introductory section comprising Chapters One, Two and Three, and the discussion and 

conclusion in Chapters Eight and Nine) are included at the end of the thesis document.  

This thesis is a record of a dynamic research process. Papers written and published in the course 

of the research process and included in this PhD reflect my thinking at the time of their writing. 

A consequence of publishing as my thinking has continued to evolve is the reality of conceptual 

evolution and consequent discrepancies in terminology, and inevitable minor inconsistency across 

papers. Two key terminology inconsistencies merit mention here pre-emptively to encourage 

clarity and avoid confusion.  

Firstly, in some papers, the terms „anthropogenic climate change‟ and „climate change‟ are used 

interchangeably. Climate change is „a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to 

human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to 

natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods‟ (United Nations 1992, article 

one, paragraph two). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) notes the 

„distinction between climate change attributable to human activities altering the atmospheric 

composition, and climate variability attributable to natural causes‟ (IPCC 2007b, p.943 [emphasis 

added]). Generally I use the term „anthropogenic climate change‟ to highlight it as a social-

ecological system phenomenon, i.e. a phenomenon of a social-ecological system –the Earth 

system – which comprises linked, co-evolving human-social and ecological elements.  

Secondly, at the conclusion of the writing process, I have come to settle on the term „insurance 

system‟ in the singular. Yet in some instances the plural „insurance systems‟ (e.g. in Chapter Six, 

paper D) appears. Conceptualising insurance as a system is part of the novel analysis generated in 

this thesis. The term is introduced in Chapter Two and articulated in detail in Chapter Five. I 

note here only that the term is used inclusively and broadly, to refer to commercial and social 

forms of insurance, institutions, legislative and market frameworks, i.e. all elements and 

relationships between elements, which together provide for formalised transfer and pooling of 

financial risk.  
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ARC  Australian Research Council 

AR4  The IPCC‟s Fourth Assessment Report, published in 2007.  
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CAS complex adaptive system  
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comprises a set of meetings of parties to the UNFCCC, as well as meetings of 

parties to the Kyoto Protocol, an instrument of the UNFCCC. The parties to the 

Convention have met annually since 1995. 

CO2 carbon dioxide 

The main greenhouse gas by volume, CO2 is produced by burning fossil fuels 

including oil, coal and gas, and is key in the creation of anthropogenic climate 

change given the increasing fossil fuel-dependency of the global economy since 

the Industrial Revolution.  

CO2e carbon dioxide equivalent 

A measure of equivalency across all greenhouse gases, expressed in terms of CO2, 
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http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/economy_finance/index_en.htm
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PhD  Doctor of Philosophy 
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RMS  Risk Management Solutions Inc. 
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